DESCRIPTION RUBRIC
BELOW EXPECTED
 1 sentence in most
paragraphs
 uses basic sentences
 most sentences start the
same way







Does not introduce character



no adjectives or only a couple 
used altogether
adjectives are simple or the

same






Date:
Name:
AT EXPECTED
ABOVE EXPECTED
2 sentences in each
 more than 2 sentences in
paragraph
most paragraphs
uses simple sentences
 uses compound sentences
uses some joining words like  uses better joining words like
and, because…
although, while…
 most sentences start
differently
Introduces character by name  Introduces character by name
and tells us one personal fact
and tells two other personal
about him/her
facts about him/her
uses at least one adjective in  uses 2 or more adjectives in
each paragraph
each paragraph
adjectives are usually
 adjectives are good words
different
and different
uses at least one simile
 uses more than one imaginative
simile







No concluding paragraph or
no personal statement about
your character
Many spelling mistakes
Some capital letters and full
stops
Does not proofread story
No editing (changes)
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Concluding paragraph gives
a simple personal statement
about your character
Some spelling mistakes
Most capital letters and full
stops
Some proofreading and
editing (changes)






Concluding paragraph uses
good words to tell us how you
feel about your character
Very few spelling mistakes
All capital letters and full
stops
Good proofreading and
editing (changes)
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